
R5.3 Reactive Distillation* 

The distillation of chemically reacting mixtures has become increas
ingly common in chemical industries. 9 Carrying out these two operations
reaction and distillation, simultaneously in a single unit results in signifi-
cantly lower capital and operating costs. Reactive distillation is particularly 
attractive when one of the reaction products has a lower boiling point re

sulting in its volatilization from the reacting liquid mixture. An example of 
reactive distillation is the production of methyl acetate. 

By continuaUy removing the volatile reaction product methyl acetate from 

the reacting liquid-phase reaction, the reverse reaction is negligible and the 
reaction continues to proceed toward completion in the forward direction. 

Although reactive distillation will not be treated in detail, it is worth
while to set down the governing equations. We shall consider the elementary 

reaction 

A+B-C+D 

9 Sawistowski, H. and P. A. Pilavakis, CES, 43 p. 355 (1988). 

*From 2nd edition of elements textbook
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in which A and B are charged in equal molar amounts and species D is 
continuously boiled off. A balance on species A gives 

dNA 
0-0+r V=-A 

dt 
(4-73) 

If we define conversion as the number of moles of A reacted per mole of A 
charged, then 

(4-74) 
and 

(4-75) 

Substituting Equation (4-74) into (4-73) gives 

(4-76) 

A balance on species D, which evaporates at a rate Fo after being formed,gives 

Integrating, we have 

dNo 
0 - Fo + roV 

= 
-

dt 
(4-77) 

[number of moles] = [number of moles of DJ of remaining D formed by reaction [number of moles of DJlost by vaporization 
No 

For the elementary reaction given, 

CA = 
NAoO - X) 

V 

C 8 

= NB = N AoO - X)

V V 

-rAV = kNio(1 - X)2 dX 

V 
= NAo

dt 

L1 

Fodt (4-78) 

(4-79) 
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We now need to dctl'rminc: Vl)h1tn� ns u fun�:tion of c.!ither conversion or
time. An t,v�rnll mass bulnth:� '-Hl ull Sfl'-'dcs �iv�s 

d(p \/) 
. ·-- ........ 

cit 

where MWu is th� tl1l)1�,.:ulnl' weight of D. '<.,r H ,onstant-density system
' 

dV I··,>( MW n)
-- = ---· .. _ .. __ . -u/·'a)
dt p

This equation must now be- solvc.?d nu1ncl'kally and simultaneously with
equati'-)ns (4-76) through (4-79). l·h.)Wl'Vcr. for the �as.e where D evaporates
in1mediatdy aftt!r being formed. we cun obtain an analyticul solution. For
no ac�umulation of D in the liquid phase. 

Fl) = 1'1) V = - ,.AV

d�
Fo = NAo-1· 

C I

Combining equations (4-8 l) and (4-83), we have
dV 
- == -aNAodX

(4-82)

(4-83)

(4-84)

Assuming that Integrating yields
product D 

V = Vo - aNAoX. vaporizes 
immediately after

forming Rearranging, we have

Second-order 

reactive distillation 

where

(MWn)C AO 

p

Combining Equation (4-79) with (4-85), we obtain
dX = kC [(1 - X)i

]dt AO 1 + ELX 

(4-85)

(4-86)

Using the list of integrals in Appendix A.2 we can determine the true t to
achieve a conversion X in the reactor: 

(4-87)




